We present a nonperturbative method for deriving a quasiparticle description of the low-energy excitations in the t−J model for strongly correlated electrons. Using the exact diagonalization technique we evaluated exactly the spectral functions of composite operators, which describe an electron or hole dressed by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations as expected in the string or spin bag picture. For hole doping up to 1/8, use of the composite operators leads to a drastic simplification of the single particle spectral function: at half-filling it takes free-particle form, for the doped case it resembles a system of weakly interacting Fermions corresponding to the doped holes. We conclude that for all doping levels under study, the elementary electronic excitations next to the Fermi level are adequately described by the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation picture. 75.10.Jm, 75.50.Ee Typeset Using REVTEX 1
A single hole in the half-filled band can be well described by the string [1] [2] [3] or spin bag [4] picture, where the hole is dressed by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. With this in mind, we make the following ansatz for a 'spin bag operator' (N(j) denotes the nearest neighbors 
When acting on the Néel state, the operator A j,λ creates all strings of length λ which begin at site j,c k,σ reproduces a simple trial wave function for a single hole [5] . A j,λ also can be thought of as having been generated by λ-fold commutation ofĉ j,↑ with the kinetic energy, a procedure suggested by Dagotto and Schrieffer [6] . The parameters α λ (k) are determined [6] from the requirement that the statec k,σ |Ψ 
the α's can be obtained by solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = λBx. We use λ max =3, so that thec k,σ effectively contain 3 free parameters. Having fixed the α's, we compute the spectral function
via the standard Lanczos method. Here |Ψ (nh) ν denotes the ν th eigenstate with n holes and
the corresponding energy (in particular ν = 0 implies the ground state). This spectral function is shown in Fig. 1 and compared to that of the 'string-0 operator' √ 2ĉ k,σ , which up to a factor 2 equals the usual photoemission spectrum. Despite the small number of adjustable parameters, use of the spin bag operators brings the spectral function to almost perfect free-particle form: the incoherent continua present in the bare electron spectra are removed, the spectral weight being concentrated essentially in one sharp peak with a welldefined next-nearest neighbor dispersion. This can be understood if one attributes the 3 incoherent continua to the retracable-path-type motion [7] of the hole. Since the A j,µ describe precisely the forward and backward hopping of the hole along a track of Néel ordered spins, this type of hole-motion is already 'incorporated' into the definition of thec k,σ , so that their spectra emphasize the coherent hole motion. Some care is necessary: for momentum (π, π) the lowest totally symmetric single-hole eigenstate has spin 3 2 , so that it can not be observed in the spectrum of the bare electron operator. On the other hand, since thec k,σ are not vector operators under spin rotations, it can be observed in their spectrum. Since this state fits very well into the next-nearest neighbor hopping dispersion relation expected for a single hole, we believe that the fact that it has spin 3/2 in the 4×4 cluster is a finite size effect. We do not have any proof for that, so results for (π, π) should be considered with care; however, none of the conclusions to be presented below depends crucially on the form of the spectra for this momentum.
So far, we have merely demonstrated the quality of the string picture at half-filling which may not be very surprising; a much more interesting question is, whether this description of the states next to the Fermi level remains valid upon doping. Exact diagonalization offers a very direct and natural way to check this ssue, namely to evaluate the spectra of thec k,σ for a doped rather than the half-filled ground state. For the α λ (k)'s we thereby retain the values optimized at half-filling (it would be easy to recalculate the α's for the doped ground state but an important question is whether there is some continuity in the development of the electronic states at the Fermi level). We begin with the ground state with 8 up-spin electrons, 7 down-spin electrons and momentum (π/2, π/2)) i.e. the single hole ground state.
In Fig. 2 (Fig. 3 ) the spectra ofc k,↑ (c k,↓ ) are again compared to those of the respective
. Quite obviously, thec k,σ continue to 'work': there is the same elimination of the incoherent continua and enhancement of the peaks at the Fermi level as for half-filling. A novel feature is the broadening of these peaks, and it seems natural to ascribe it to the scattering of the added hole from the one already present in the system.
Most important of all, however, the spectrum forc k,↓ shows an unambiguous 'pocket' at (π/2, π/2), the momentum of the ↓-hole already present in the system: we clearly see the Pauli principle working for the spin bags. This suggest weakly interacting spin-1/2 Fermions which correspond to the doped holes as the 'effective theory' for the low-lying states of the cluster with 2 holes.
We thus push things further and proceed to the two-hole ground state. Having in mind the results obtained so far, we should model it as an interacting state of two spin bags with total momentum zero:
Using thec k,σ optimized at half-filling we consequently construct the states
for all 16 allowed momenta in the cluster, evaluate the matrices should be noted that it has been constructed from the half-filled groundstate, so that no relaxation of the 'spin background' (corresponding to the collapse of long range Néel order in the infinite system) is incorporated. On the other hand, the approximate ground state shares some basic features of the exact one, such as the correct d x 2 −y 2 -symmetry [6] . In Tab.
I, the 'spin bag momentum distribution'
, is listed; due to the nonorthogonality of the |Φ(k) there exists no simple sum rule for this quantity, so that its interpretation as 'momentum distribution' is strictly speaking questionable. However, it can give a rough idea of the distribution of the spin bags in momentum space, and obviuosly only (π, 0) and (π, π/2) are appreciably occupied [8] . It is interesting to contrast n(k) with the 'bare hole momentum distribution' n h (k) = ĉ k,σĉ † k,σ also given in Tab. I both for the approximate and exact two-hole ground state. Whereas the n h (k) for the exact and approximate ground state agree reasonably well, there is no similarity withñ(k):
is roughly consistent with a free electron picture,ñ(k) would rather suggest that mainly (π, 0) is occupied by quasiparticles. This can be understood by recalling that the incoherent
and construct the state
Ifc † k,σ andc k,σ indeed were adjoint fermionic creation and annihilation operators, the anticommutator on the right hand side would be 1 and consequently we determine the β's from the requirement that |Ψ k,σ appears quite reasonable. Using thec † k,σ we now can also study the spin bag removal (electron addition) spectra in the two-hole ground state, defined as
Thereby some care is necessary: in contrast to the ordinary electron operators, there exists no simple sum rule for the integrated weight of the spin bag addition and removal spectra.
To faciliate the comparison with the usual single particle spectral function in the following all spectra are therefore normalized to unity. . All in all the doped cluster thus behaves very much like a system of weakly interacting 'effective fermions' corresponding to the doped holes.
In summary we have shown that for all doping levels studied the use of 'spin bag operators' leads to a drastic simplification of the spectral function. Since these operators describe the modification of the 'spin background' in the immediate neighborhood of the hole, we also expect that they are predominantly determined by the local spin correlations, which most probably are described adequately by the exact diagonalization. It thus seems reasonable to expect that a similar simplification of the spectral function occurs also in the infinite system. Our nonperturbative approach thus suggests a rather conventional 'effective theory', in which the electronic excitations right at the Fermi level are modelled by spin 1/2 Fermions corresponding to the doped holes (of course, like any other cluster calculation the present study cannot adress the dependence of the quasiparticle lifetime on the distance in energy from the Fermi energy). The remarkable degree of continuity upon doping moreover shows that these quasiparticles are holes dressed by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations in essentially the same way as a single hole moving in an antiferromagnet, a reasonably well understood problem [1] [2] [3] 10, 11] . The dressing of the holes with spin fluctuations leads to an interaction which favours a bound state with d x 2 −y 2 symmetry. Our exact results thus clearly corroborate the basic assumptions of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation theory of high-temperature superconductivity [12, 13] . Another important point is, that the absorption of the incoherent hole motion into the definition of the spin bag operators leads to an almost complete 'decoupling' of the quasiparticle spectral function and momentum distribution from that of the bare electrons. This suggests consequences for the interpretation of experiments: it seems plausible that measurements of transport properties [14, 15] would rather probe the 'quasiparticle properties' and not resolve the internal structure of the spin bags. On the other hand, high-energy experiments like photoemission [16, 17] should resolve the internal structure and reflect properties of the bare electrons. Discrepancies between the transport properties and the Fermi surface measured in photoemission [17] thus may be not surprising.
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